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ABSTRACT

Teachers have a prominent role in students' learning and it is
irrefutable that a study about whether the teacher is able in managing his/her
classrooms in pedagogic competence to help students in learning English and
make the students enjoy the classrooms by the way of teacher teaches. The
research question in this study is: how is students’ perception toward teacher's
pedagogic competence in English classroom. This study focused on three
indicators of pedagogic competences namely: conducting educational
learning, communicating effectively, empathetic, and manner with the
students, and utilizing the assessment and evaluation for the sake of learning.
This research used quantitative method through giving questionnaire for the
students to see how is English teacher's pedagogic competence. The
questionnaire was made with open-close ended questions and take the score of
percentage then was supported by student’s statements. There are three
category of English teacher's pedagogic competence based on the percentage
of students perception namely less competence above 55%,sufficient
competence about 56%-75% and good competence about 76%-100%. The
population of this study were about 153 of students in SMAN I Trumon Timur
and as the sample, the researcher took all of students in the trhird year with
purposive sampling technique. Based on the result, for the first indicators
students perception about teacher competence in sufficient competence with
the result about72,87%, for the second indicators, students give 87,2% of their
positive respond and this is good competence category, and for the last
indicator the students give 85% of their positive respond and this is also
appertain in good competence. Students’ statements also support the result of
the percentage of students' perception above. Therefore, the teacher must
increase her pedagogic competence for the first indicator and defend the
competence for the second and the third indicator.

Key words: Perception; Pedagogic competence; Teacher's Competence;

Teaching English.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Study

Education is primarily necessary for all people. It is to be the future bridge

through knowledge in education from teacher in school. Teacher is a person who

makes big influence toward students through the teaching that is done in

classroom. Teaching process is not an easy activity, it is very difficult because

teacher must be able to build an understanding in any different characters in one

classroom. Shishavan (2009, p.130) states that “Good and qualified teachers are

essential for efficient functioning of educational systems and for enhancing the

quality of learning”. Bhowmik (2013, p. 2) states that “Effective teaching is the

teaching that successfully achieves the learning objectives by the pupil as

identified by the teacher. The most effective teaching is that which results in the

most effective learning”. A teacher needs good comprehension in teaching to be a

good teacher. Therefore, a teacher has to master the competence which must be

possessed by all teachers.

In this modern world, many students in Indonesia like to speak English

because it is one of the international languages. In SMAN 1 Trumon Timur, many

students also like to learn English. They said that they felt happy while speaking

English although they just could talk a simple sentence. In addition, they stated

that English is an impressive language and they hope they could speak English

well. But there are some students who are not interested in learning English. Some

of them feel bored, make noisy and they also do not pay attention to the teacher’s
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explanation and instruction in the classroom. Then, in the school only one English

teacher and she has to teach English subject in all the classrooms, starting from

students in the first year until the students in the third year.  This is to be a

problem for the teacher to handle all the classrooms alone. Whether the teacher

can be able to manage the classroom to help students learning in every classroom?

It is mean that whether the teacher can be able teach the students in the good way

or make the students enjoy the classroom, interested to learn English subject and

easy accept the lesson.

Students’ perception is needed to be known how the competences of a

teacher in teaching because the students directly interact with the teacher in

classroom activities, and automatically the students know what the teacher does in

the classroom. Koutsoulis (2003)& Thompson (2008) as cited in Nghia (2015)

agree that there are several studies about teacher qualities in many countries and

most of the studies are from students’ perception.

There is a previous study related to students’ perception toward teacher’s

pedagogic competence. Aminah (2008) conducted a research entitled “Hubungan

Persepsi Siswa Tentang Pedagogik Guru Kimia dan Motivasi Terhadap Prestasi

Belajar Kimia Siswa Kelas X Semester II MA Kartayuda Wado Kabupaten Blora

Tahun Pelajaran 2007-2008 (The relationship of Students Perception about

Chemistry Teacher Pedagogic and Motivation toward Students’ Learning

Achievement in Chemistry in class X semester II MA Kartayuda Wado

Kabupaten Blora Year 2007-2008). The relationship between this research with

Aminah’s research is similar in discussing about students’ perception toward
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teacher’s pedagogic competence, however, they are different in subject of lesson.

Aminah’s research hooks between students’ perception with motivation toward

students’ learning achievement in Chemistry and focuses on the teacher and

students, but this study only focused on teacher (teacher’s pedagogic competence)

through students’ perception. This is because in this study the researcher wanted

to see teacher’s pedagogic competence.

In the result of Aminah’s research, there was a positive relationship

between students’ perception toward teacher pedagogic competence with learning

achievement if the motivation is controlled. Then, there was a positive

relationship between motivations of learning with students’ learning achievement

if students’ perception toward teacher pedagogic competence is controlled. The

last, there was a positive relationship between students’ perception toward

teacher’s pedagogic competence and the motivation of learning with students’

learning achievement. It also revealed that students’ perception toward Chemistry

teacher’s pedagogic competence was good and made students’ learning effective.

B. Research Question

The research question proposed in this study was:

1. How is students’ perception toward teacher’s pedagogic competence in

English classroom?

C. Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate students’ perception toward

teacher’s pedagogic competence in teaching English. The result was expected to
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be able to show how is the English teacher’s pedagogic competence from the

students’ perception.

D. Significance of the Study

1. For researcher

This research showed how students’ perception toward teacher’s pedagogic

competence in learning English with the aim to make the teachers more careful

about their competence as a teacher to teach the students to be better. All of the

teachers must care their students because the function of teacher in school is to

make the students to be good students who can master the lessons which are given

by the teacher. Therefore, the teachers must care too for their competence in

teaching, and one of the ways is from students’ perception toward teacher’s

competency.

2. For teacher

A good teacher will do every wayto teach the students professionally with

the aim to make the students to be smart students in the classroom, such as

through playing a game, creating groups, showing the animation and others. A

teacher also must pay attention about their competence as the teacher while teach

the students and try to make the students enjoy his/her class. based on the reason,

there are many teachers ask the students to write their comment about the

teachers’ way in teaching. It proves that a teacher needs students’ perception to

improve their competence to be the well-liked teacher. So, this study result is

important to provide information for English teachers to see how is their

pedagogic competence in teaching English from the students’ perception because
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as stated before, the teachers also need perception from their students about their

competence with the aim to increase their knowledge in teaching English.

3. For Students

The perception of students will help the teachers in improving their

performance in teaching English and automatically students also become more

understand about English lesson. Good teaching will create good understanding

for the students, and activities in the classroom will be effective and will find

good achievement result.

E. Terminology

1. Perception

Rensink (2000, p. 2) states that “Scene perception is the visual perception

of an environment as viewed by an observer at any given time.  It includes not

only the perception of individual objects, but also such things as their relative

locations, and expectations about what other kinds of objects might be

encountered”. Perception in this study is the perception from students in the third

year of senior high school students in SMAN I Trumon Timur toward how

English teacher pedagogic competence teach the students in classroom with the

result to see how is teacher’s pedagogic competence in their teaching in three

indicators based on Asmani (2009) as cited in Hakim (2015, p. 2) namely:

conducting educational learning, communicate effectively, empathetic, and

manner with the students, utilize the assessment and evaluation for the sake of

learning.
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2. Teaching English

Teaching English is a professional of English teacher in presenting English

material. English language has four macro skills namely writing, reading,

speaking and listening that students have to master. In other word English teacher

must has the competence about four macro skills above. Shishavan (2009, p. 131)

States that “Brosh (1996) found the desirable characteristics of an effective

language teacher to be: having knowledge and command of the target language;

being able to organize, explain, and clarify, as well as to arouse and sustain

interest and motivation among students; being fair to students by showing neither

favoritism nor prejudice; and being available to students”.

3. Pedagogic competence

Liakopoulou (2011, p. 69) states that “General pedagogical knowledge:

this field relates to organization of the classroom, to motivating and retaining

students’ attention, pooling resources, learning theories and pedagogical theories.

The pedagogical subjects they consider important have to do with a better

understanding of a students’ specific profile and needs, interaction issues, as well

as interpreting and solving student problems”. In other word, teachers who are

able control their class and have innovative competence in classroom will make

students innovative too. So, pedagogic competence is very important for the

teacher to teach the students as the supplies from the teacher to be given for

students.
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In pedagogic competence, this study just focuses for three indicators based

on Asmani (2009) as cited in Hakim (2015, p. 2) namely:

1. Conducting educational learning.

2. Communicate effectively, empathetic, and manner with the students.

3. Utilize the assessment and evaluation for the sake of learning.

F. Research design

The researcher used quantitative design in theis study. It is because this

study needsaverage of the percentage of students’ perception then qualitative

design was suitable to be used. As the instrument the researcher gave

questionnaire for the students to see teacher pedagogic competence. It is because

teacher pedagogic competence is about how the teacher’ manage the classroom to

help students learning. This is also about how the teacher make the students

interest to learn English subject, how to make the students enjoy the classroom

and make the students easy to accept the lesson. Therefore, giving questionnaire

for students to see how the teacher manages the classroom is suitable because the

students directly meet with the teacher in the classroom and know what the

teacher does in every meeting. Then, by giving the questionnaire for the students,

the researcher knows how their feeling, whether the students are interest to learn

English subject, enjoy the classroom and easy or not to accept the lesson. These

all included in pedagogic competence of the teacher.

The questionnaire was make in open-close ended where the students can

answer yes/no then give statements about why they answer yes/no, but this just for

some of questions, others questions the students just answer yes/no. Then, for
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analyze the data, the researcher looks for the average of percentage score from

students respond then supported by students’ statements and find where is English

teacher pedagogic competence. Whether teacher’ competence is in less

competence (below 55%), sufficient competence (about 56%-75%), or in good

competence (about 76%-100%). The researcher also looks for the statements from

the students whether support the percentage or not.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Definition of perception

According to Desirato (1976, p. 129) as cited in Rahmat (2007) Perception

is the experience of objects, events, or relationships obtained by summing up

information and interpreting messages. Perception is to give meaning to sensory

stimulation (sensory stimulation). Rookes & Willson (2000, p.1) state that

“Perception is a process which involves the recognition and interpretation of

stimuli which register on our sense. Someone who is studying sensory processes

is likely to ask questions such as how is electromagnetic radiation registered by

the eye? Where a psychologist is interested in perception is more likely to ask

‘how can you recognize that object? How far away do you think it is? Where is it

in relation to other objects that you see around you’ in other words, perception

relates to how we make sense of our environment”.

Rensink (2000, p.2) states that “Scene perception is the visual perception of

an environment as viewed by an observer at any given time".  It includes not only

the perception of individual objects, but also such things as their relative

locations, and expectations about what other kinds of objects might be

encountered.” Every person has the way to see something in their life, like how to

see a problem through their mind and something happen, a person can show their

idea about something true or false based on their mind.

Based on the explanation of the experts, the purpose of their meaning about

definitions of perception is same. They explain how is our sensory stimulation
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process while looks the thing, the process that we feel until issuing perceptions.

Humans have a competence to think and determine good things around them.

Therefore, based on explanation from experts above about definition of

perception, the researcher conclude that perception is the competence from

someone to see the problem around her/him and can able to distinguish something

wrong or true. A person can not life alone and also  need the perception from

other people to make a view about something to be clear and makes a problem to

be easy. A person could not control the problem easily without the perception

from the people around him/her.

B. Definition of Competence

According to Gupta (2004) as cited in Singh (2010, p.168) Competence is

the competency by someone to do working or his/her task through the skill,

knowledge, attitudes supported by work appropriate with the job need. Every job

needs the competence appropriate with the working implementation above. A skill

is very important in a job to make the result of working to be well. Then, good

skill is from knowledge where the expertise in skill is the result from knowledge

which produces a creation. Attitude is also significant to make the implementation

of competency to be the result is wanted. In A person must own the competence

and good attitude relate with the working which is his done.

According to Blandford (2000) Competence is the description of a working

or a person who do the working and has to be able to do it. This are about an

action, attitude or the result of a person working which show his/ her competence

appropriate with the standards of the working. A job has the competence criteria
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for someone who wants to do the job. Every person looking a job appropriate with

their competence and the people can see a job which the picture of competencies

criteria appropriate with their competence. Actually, all the people have the

competency but they must capable choose the job which suitable with them. For

instance, is teacher, to be a teacher there are certain criteria competencies until can

teach professionally. Hakim (2015) the quality of teaching competence is very

significant part in making and determine the grade of students learning activity,

then gives information about the level of professionalism of the teachers

appropriate with their part and also can implement the job in the better way in

teach the students.

C. Teachers’ Competencies

Rama (1979) as cited in Singh (2010, p. 32) state that “Teacher competency

as the competence of a teacher manifested through a set of overt teacher

classroom behavior which is resulted of the interaction between the presage and

product variables of teaching within a social setting”. All state has certain

regulation in determine teacher competencies. In Indonesia, there are four

competencies for the teacher to teach the students. Indonesian regulation number

19 year of 2005:

1. Pedagogic Competence

According to Mulyasa (2007) as cited in Hakim (2015) Pedagogic

competence is the ability to carry out students learning involve “an understanding

of learners, instructional design and implementation, evaluation of learning

outcomes, and the development of learners to actualize their potential”. So,
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pedagogic competence is the competence which related with how the teacher

teach or subjected to the students in classroom and determine the successful of

student in learning the subject. Attention for students is one of the purposes of

pedagogic competence which show us that students need attention in education

world specifically from the teacher while teach them in the classroom with the

aim to understand the students, know their problem in leaning and then help them

to solve the problem. Others purposes also very important to make active students

in classroom.

Components included in the pedagogic competence based on Asmani,

(2009) as cited in Hakim (2015, p. 2) namely:

a. Controls the characteristics of leas from the physical aspect, the spiritual

moral, social, cultural, emotional and intellectual.

b. Control of learning theories and principles of learning that educates.

c. Develop curriculum related to the subject matter.

d. Conducting educational learning.

e. Utilize information and communication technology for the sake of learning.

f. Facilitate the development of potential learners to actualize their potential.

g. Communicate effectively, empathetic, and manner with the students.

h. Conducting the assessment and evaluation processes and learning outcomes.

i. Utilize the assessment and evaluation for the sake of learning

j. Take action to improve the quality of reflective learning.
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a. Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)

Van (1998, p. 673) states that “The concept of PCK refers to teachers’

interpretations and transformations of subject-matter knowledge in the context of

facilitating student learning”. Knowledge toward transferring knowledge for the

students must happen professionally. The understanding for subject knowledge,

how to teach, and managing classroom determine teacher achievement in teach

the students. All of students needed in classroom must be understand by the

teacher to make the classroom to be effective.

2. Personality competence

According to E. Mulyasa (2003) as cited in Kheruniah (2013) Personality

competence is the basic of pedagogic competence, social competence and

professional competence. Here, the teacher's obligation is must be able to explain

the process of learning and the most important is how can make learning process

to be the steps which make the students improve their competence. In school, the

teacher also teaches how the good attitude is for the students. Before teach the

students, teacher must show first good attitude for them. The teacher is the guide

figure for his students. Teacher attitude in the classroom will determine student

spirit to learn the lesson with him/her. The students more like enter the in

classroom with the teacher who they belief good attitude and comfortable in

teaching.

3. Professional Competence

Hakim (2015, p. 3) states that “Professional competence is the mastery of

learning materials is broad and deep, covering mastery of curriculum content and
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substance of scientific subjects philosophically”. Professional competency is

something that prosecutes for the teacher in school. Skill, knowledge and

understand of the curriculum to be the point of teacher understanding.

Blandford (2000, p.95) states that “The principle of professional

competence as a means of assessment implies that teachers’ career and

professional development may be determined according to their professional skills

and abilities”. The teachers who have quality in their teaching will make them are

needed in school. A professional teacher will be seen from their working and

make them always is used in society. But different if a teacher just teaches the

students without the professional feeling in their own. It is make the students or

the society in school is not interested to join with them. Then, make the working

does not go for them.

4. Social Competence

According to E. Mulyasa (2007) as cited in Hakim(2015) Social

competence is teacher competence as the one of the public to interact with

students, others teachers and parents and the community. In school, teacher is a

person who respected by the students and the teacher is one of society there. The

teacher must be able to create good interaction with students in classroom or

school area. Good interaction will make interaction between teacher and students

to be harmonious and capable create effective teaching learning activity.

D. Good teacher

Teacher has to be a good sample for the students from all things that is

done by the teacher. In other word, a teacher must show good things for students.
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A teacher must teach the students with good way and makes them to be a good

person who have good knowledge then become a person who useful for many

people in their future.

According to Aksoy (1998) as sited in Bullock (2015) good teacher is a

person who charitable, easy to talk with students, helper, calm while interaction

with students. Too many students in school are easy to understand the knowledge

from the teacher who is friendly. The students to be free to ask the material which

they do not understand to the teachers who are friendly because they do not afraid

and more relax in the classroom. Attitude which is shown from someone will

make others people around him/her interested to interaction and communication

together or opposite. Then, Students also need the teacher who is helpful. It is

because students in classroom have the problems that make them difficult to

accept knowledge from the teacher. So, the teacher is hoped to understand the

students and can help the students to solve their problem with the aim make the

students easy understand the lessons.

According to Jim (2012) Classroom management is the manner from

teacher to organize students’ activity and controlling situation in the classroom or

the manner that teacher consciously does not determine to arrange and control or

the manner that teacher give the classroom for students. When someone go to

school to teaching, he/she are ready to open new social world in school as a

teacher. Teaching is to be the task which must be done. To teach the students

teacher have to realize his/her profession as a teacher and create a good situation

world in classroom.  Elizabeth & Rao (2004) an effective teacher can create a life
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in the activities of classroom.  Then, when good life is created in the classroom, it

is means that teacher is success teach the students in part controlling classroom.

Elizabeth & Rao (2004) a good teacher is created from teaching learning activity.

If a teacher loves his/her task as a teacher, this will make him/her to be a good

teacher on basis of his/her learning in different situation.

a. Teacher in the system of Education

Anboucarassy (2015, p. 2) states that "The most important factor that

decides the quality of education is the teacher. The teacher is the pivot of any

educational system. All committees and commissions have emphasized the

importance of the role of the teacher in education. The teacher becomes the

cogwheel of the entire educational system; the healthy functioning and success of

the system depends upon his strength and competence to innovate methods and

media to meet the needs his class”. The successful of students in education depend

on teacher. Teacher play important role in education world. It is can be said

teacher play students reins to success. Facilities and curriculum also important but

these also depend on teacher while use it.

b. Importance of teacher

Anboucarassy (2015, p. 3) states that “Schools are nurseries of human

progress and classrooms shape the destiny of the nation. The position if the

teacher is of paramount importance.  Besides educational progress, every

existence of the continuity of civilization itself in the world depends ultimately

upon the work of the teacher in the schools”. Every student success in education is

can be said the result of the teacher working in teaching. A good teacher will
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create good students. In teaching learning process, the student doing learning

process with teacher and others friends. One way is doing discussion, the students

develop their lesson through the way reading and searching the lesson then

explain it in front of the class. In this moment, the teacher must smart to use their

competence to control the students and may not let the students misunderstanding

while giving explanation in front of the classroom. This is one sample of

importance of teacher.

c. Transactional of teacher Competencies

Singh (2010, p. 45) states that “Teaching learning process in education

involves interaction between the teacher and the taught resulting in the

achievement of the desired competencies. Teaching as a concept is to be

conceived in these stages: 1. Planning, 2. Teaching learning process and 3.

Evaluation. During transaction, the teachers put plan into action and evaluate its

impact in terms of competency achievement level at the end of the transaction”. In

implementation of teaching learning process, teacher has certain structure and

regulation with purpose to make activities in the classroom effective. All of these

is done to make the students can accept the material well. The teacher arranges

lesson plan then implements it in classroom until evaluation process.  To arrange

lesson plan, the teacher must use good technique appropriate certain material. The

material that is taught must balance with the curriculum how the students must

understand the material.

Besides the curriculum, the competence of teacher in managing the

classroom also is needed. The teacher must be able to be creative teacher and
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create active classroom. The classroom is the place for teacher and student

meeting to do teaching and learning activity. Therefore, not just teacher to be

active in the classroom but the students must participate to develop the material. It

is mean that the teacher has to be able make the students to participation in

involving the lesson. These reasons make the teacher expand his knowledge and

skill to teach the students. Singh (2010) teacher must increase their competences

like knowledge and skill so as to make them escalate their competencies with the

aim to make their teaching to be better.

E. Teaching competency

According to E. Amidon (1967) in Bhowmik (2013) Teaching is an

effective action in the learning process like discussion and others as activities

which are done by teacher and students in certain time. Singh (2010, p. 30) states

that “Teaching competency can be defined as identifiable effective teaching

behavior or composite skills that are required for the transaction of the content and

can be specified in behavior term, which is aimed to bring about desired pupil

outcomes and which are fairly demonstrable”. Tamura (2006, p. 169) teaching is

related to someone analysis about their work in long time with the knowledge

from others people through their teaching before and invention the new ways in

teaching to increase teacher task in the classroom. Teaching relate with a teacher

and students. Teaching is an activity that is done by the teacher to transfer

knowledge for students. Teaching is not simple activity. It is needs certain

competence and technique In difference subject and difference material which

appropriate with the lesson. There is other problems in teaching activity namely
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students behavior. In one classroom, there are many students with difference

characters, they have difference problem while learn the subject in the classroom.

Teacher has to use the technique which capable makes the students spirit and

active to learn the subject.

The teacher can make group, game, or other technique to teach the

students. Group will make the students more active. Then, the teacher just

explains and controls the students in front of the class. Through the group, the

students will look for the material more complete and make them own high

insight because they will explain the material for another group. The game also

makes the students more spirit because with game will not make the students

bored and enjoy the lesson while playing the game.

1. Effective teaching

According to Bhowmik (2013) effective teaching is when the students

understand the lesson like the teacher expectation from the learning. The teaching

who make the students easy to understand the lesson appropriate the teacher want

is appertained in effective teaching. Achievement of students will show whether it

is effective class or not. Then, it will create clever students in classroom as the

evidence of the successful of the teacher. Rajagopalan (1976) as cited in

Anboucarassy (2015) defined teaching effectiveness as a competence produce

good results.

There are four components of teaching competencies: knowledge,

performance, behavior and consequence. Consequence competency refers to
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pupil’s outcome or achievement. The other three competencies refer to the

activities of the teacher in and outside the classroom.

1. Knowledge competency includes the content of the subject matter

and the knowledge of the teacher over the subjects.

2. Performance competency refers to the report and the personality of

the teacher.

3. Behavior competency refers to the rapport and the personality of the

teacher.

Figure 2.1 Anboucarassy (2015, p. 26) Pictorical Representation of the
Component of Teaching Competency

G. Teaching English

According to Tamura (2006, p.16) the teacher has to offer the specific

qualities to students of a certain mother tongue to make them interest to learn the

foreign language. That means that the methodology of teaching English has to
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take in to account the problems posed by the English language for the

students who will learn it.

Risager (2006, p.1) states that “Language and culture are inseparable;

language and culture are intimately liked; language is culture and culture is

language”. While someone learn foreign language, it is mean that he/she learn

culture from the state of the language. While translate a language, it does not

translate the meaning but must know the purpose of the sentences. Someone has

to know specific problem in the language so as to there do not misunderstanding

and miscommunication. To teach something knowledge someone must know the

problem in the knowledge. Language is the tool which is very important in social

live. In matter of communication, the using of language relate with culture

totally).

The methodology of teaching English stands in relation with several

challenges or problems based on Tamura (2006, p.169):

1. What to teach? That means the amount of knowledge, skills and habits that

students have to obtain within the process of learning the language.

2. What are the aims of teaching? When a teacher is sure of the aim of

teaching, he/she will have the easiness of reaching the intended goal.

3. How to teach? In this case one can call to mind the principles upon which

teaching of English is based, the means, methods, fashion and tactics used

in teaching in order to achieve the required final completion.

For successful teaching, teachers are required several initiatives. The

teacher has:
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a. To awaken and develop the potentiality and competence of students for

studying.

b. To help students develop habits through frequent repetition.

c. To inspire, to kindle the interest of the student in studying.

Also, the teacher should know how to go from easy stages to more difficult

ones.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METODOLOGY

A. General Description of research location

SMAN I Trumon Timur is a school located in Krueng Luas Village,

subdistrict of Trumon Timur of the regency of Aceh Selatan.  In this school there

are seven classrooms consists of two classrooms for first grade namely X1 with

28 students and X2 with 28 students. Then three classrooms for second grade

namely XI IPA with 20 students, XI IPS1 with 20 students and XI IPS2 with 14

students and the last two classrooms for the third grade namely XII IPA with 20

students and XII IPS with 23 students. The total number of the students are 153

consisting of 96 female students and 57 male students.

Table 3.1 The number of teachers with the subjects held
No Subject teachers Total number of teachers
1 Physical 1
2 Art and culture teacher 2
3 Sociology teacher 1
4 Religion teacher 1
5 Physics teacher 1
6 Civic education teacher 2
7 Arabic Language 1
8 Mathematics teacher 1
9 Technology, information and

communication
1

10 Chemistry 1
11 Economy teacher 1
12 local content teacher 1
13 Bahasa teacher 1
14 Biology teacher 1
15 History teacher 1
16 Geography teacher 1
17 English teacher 1

Total 19
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B. Research Design

Independent variable of this study is students’ perception and dependent

variable is teacher competence. Through student’s perception the researcher

determines teacher competence. To conduct the data the researcher used

quantitative design. This method was selected by the researcher because the

research question of this study was to investigate how students’ perception toward

teacher pedagogic competence in teaching English and need the score of the

percentage of students’ respond. Therefore, qualitative design was suitable to be

used.

To conduct the data, the researcher is using the questionnaire. The

questionnaire was made appropriate with the three indicators in teacher pedagogic

competence in this study. Here, the researcher saw the percentage of students

respond in one by one of indicators (close-ended question) with supported by

student statements (open-ended question). Then, the researcher fond where is

English teacher pedagogic competence with the category by Arikunto (2006).

Criteria of percentage of students’ perception toward teacher pedagogic

competence based on Arikunto (2006):

˂55% : less competence

56-75% : Sufficient competence

76-100% : Good competence
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C. Population and Sample

a. Population

Mark (1996) states that “A population is the collection of all individuals,

families, groups, organizations, communities, events, and so on that we are

interested in finding out about”. The population of this study was senior high

school students in SMAN 1 Trumon Timur Aceh Selatan with there are 153

students. The writer chose senior high school students because they easier to

explain their opinions then junior high school students because of their maturity

factor.

b. Sample

Brockop and Tolsma (2013) state that, “sampling is a procedure that uses a

small number of elements of a given population as a basis for drawing conclusion

about the whole population”. As the sampling the writer took the third-grade

students of SMAN 1 Trumon Timur Aceh Selatan. The third-grade students would

make the result of the study stronger because they had the experience more with

teacher than the first and second year students. Purposive sampling technique was

selected by the researcher because of the sample is meet the criteria required in

this study.

In SMAN 1 Trumon Timur there are two classrooms of the third-year

students, all of the students are taken as the samples to collect the data. First class

is IPS students and the second class is IPA students. The difference course was

not a problem in this study because they learn English without the difference

lesson.
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D. Data Collection Procedure

The data was collected through questionnaire. These would be appeared in

table below:

Table 3.2 Information about data collection of research question.
Research Questions Method

How is students’ perception
toward teacher’s pedagogic
competence in teaching English.

Questionnaire

a. Questionnaire

The questionnaire in this research was open-close ended question.

Students were given questions that relate to teacher pedagogic competence in

teaching English. The questions were made in bahasa Indonesia to avoid

misunderstanding among the participants.

There were three indicators in questionnaire for students that relate to

teacher pedagogic competence taken from Asmani (2009) as cited in Hakim

(2015, p. 2) namely: conducting educational learning, communicate effectively,

empathetic, and manner with the students, and utilize the assessment and

evaluation for the sake of learning. There are 20 of questions that cover the

indicators of indicators. Then the questions also are made in positive form and

negative form.

There were two selections of answers in questionnaire (close ended) with

Guttman scale namely: yes/no, every student answered yes (for the question in

positive form) was given 1 score and no (for question in negative form) was given

0 score, but the score was given upside down for the question with upside down
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form too.  Next, the students also write their statements (open-ended

questionnaire) to support their answers yes/no.

Table 3.3 Indicators of instrument about students’ perception toward English
teacher pedagogic competence.

About Indicators
Number of

statements Item
+ -

Pedagogic
competence

Conducting educational learning. 1,2,3,13,14,1
8,16.

19

Communicate effectively, empathetic,
and manner with the students.

8,10,12,15,17

Utilize the assessment and evaluation
for the sake of learning.

4,20,5,6,7,9,1
1,

Tabel 3.4 Selection of answers with Guttman scale
Selection of answers Score

(+) (-)

Yes
No

1
0

0
1

b. Validity of Questions

The questions were made appropriate with teacher pedagogic competence-

based students’ perception how is teacher teach the students in classroom. Then,

the researcher validated the validity of the questionnaire with guidance of

preceptors because the preceptors more understand about this study than others.

The preceptors guided the researcher to make the questionnaire appropriate with

senior high school student, but some of questions was took from the previous

study and be made appropriate with this study needed.

E. Data Analysis

In this study, the data is interpreted through the percentage of students’

perception toward teacher’s pedagogic competence in teaching English. First the
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researcher made the percentage of one by one of question items. Next, the

researcher presented the percentage of students’ perception in one by one of

indictors, and where is teacher competence, in less competence, sufficient

competence or in good competence. Then, the statements from the students

support the result of the percentage of students, perception.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS

A. Result of Questionnaire

The questionnaire with 20 questions was given before the English

classroom period ended. It took the students 20 minutes to answer the

questionnaire. Before answering the questionnaire, they were given explanation

about how to answer and the researcher asked them to answer the questionnaire

honestly. Actually, there were 43 students in the third grade in SMAN 1 Trumon

Timur and all of them were include as the respondents in this study, but, because

not all of them present in school, the researcher only found 38 respondents,

namely 21 respondents from 23 students in XII IPS classroom and 17 respondents

from 20 students in XII IPA classroom. The result of the questionnaire can be

seen in Appendix B.

To analyze the data from questionnaire was processed through formula

below that proposed by Sugiono (2014, p. 96) to find level of English teacher

pedagogic competence. The score sought in this study was average point of

teacher pedagogic competence in teaching English.

Score in one item question:

P = × 100%
P = Percentage

f = Frequency of respondents

n = Number of sample

100% = Constant value
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For a clear explanation, it is necessary to present the required information

as seen in the following below:

1. Analysis of question for number 1:

This question is about the way of English teacher teaches the students in

the fun way or not. Based on students’ perception, English teacher can be

classified as teaching the students in the fun way. It can be seen in the percentage

of students’ perception from the table below:

Table 4.1 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 1

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

1 Positive answer 16 17 33 87%

Negative answer 5 0 5 13%

Total 21 17 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen the specific of the differences from

respondent’s answers. Most of students’ perceptions show that English teacher

teaches the students in the fun way. This is evidenced by 87% the result of

students’ perception. Then, just 13% of their respond show that English teacher

does not teach the students in the fun way.  This result is also supported by some

statements of students in open-ended answering.

“The lesson taught or explained by the English teacher is easily to be

understanding”. “If we do not understand by teacher’s explanation, she will

explain again. Then, in learning session, it is not very strained”. “The teacher

teaches in a fun way and we are happy while learning”.
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2. Analysis of question for number 2:

This question is about does English teacher start the lesson in the right

time. In the result based on students’ perceptions declare that English teacher start

the lesson appertain in the right time. This is showed from the percentage of

students’ perception below:

Table 4.2 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 2

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

2 Positive answer 20 17 37 97%

Negative answer 1 0 1 3%

Total 21 17 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen the student’s perception toward English

teacher start the lessons is 97% in the right time and just 3% of students’

perception that show that English teacher does not start the lesson in the right

time.

3. Analysis of question for number 3:

This question is about does English teacher end the lessons with the right

time. In the result, students’ perceptions are agreed that English teacher end the

lesson in the right time. This is shown from the percentage of students’ perception

below:
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Table 4.3 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 3

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

3 Positive answer 18 17 35 92%

Negative answer 3 0 3 8%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen student’s perception toward English

teacher end the lessons is 92% in the right time and just 3% of students’

perception that show that English teacher does not end the lesson in the right time.

4. Analysis of question for number 4:

This is about whether English teacher gives homework at the end of the

lesson. In the result based on students’ perception show that English teacher

appertain gives the homework for the students at the end of the lesson. It can be

seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.4 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 4

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

4 Positive answer 18 17 35 92%

Negative answer 3 0 3 8%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 92% of students’ perception said

that English teacher gives the homework for the students at the end of the lesson.
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Then, it is just8% of their perception that the teacher does not give the homework

at the end of the lesson.

5. Analysis of question for number 5:

Here the researcher asks the students about whether in every English

teacher meeting, she invite the students to ask about the lesson that has been

explained. In the result based on students’ perception show that English teacher

always invite students to ask about the lesson that has been explained. It can be

seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.5 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 5

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

5 Positive answer 21 17 38 100%

Negative answer 0 0 0 0%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 100% of students’ perception show

that in every English teacher meeting, she always invites students to ask about the

lesson that has been explained.

6. Analysis of question for number 6:

This is about whether before starting the lesson, does the English teacher

remind the students back about the previous lesson. In the result, all of students’

perception said that before starting the lesson, the English teacher belong reminds

the students back about the previous lesson first. It can be seen in the percentage

of students’ perception below:
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Table 4.6 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 6

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

6 Positive answer 21 17 38 100%

Negative answer 0 0 0 0%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 100% of students’ perception show

that English teacher reminds the students back about the previous lesson before

continue the lesson.

7. Analysis of question for number 7:

This is about whether English teacher train students' understanding troughs

ask the students to doing exercises on the board. In the result based on students’

perception show that English teacher appertain train students' understanding

trough asking the students to do the exercises on the board. It can be seen in the

percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.7 The result of the percentage of student’s perception in question item

number 7

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

7 Positive answer 21 17 38 100%

Negative answer 0 0 0 0%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 100% of students’ perception show

English teacher train students' understanding trough asking the students to do the
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exercises on the board, and no one of them gave difference perception. This result

also supported by some statements of students in open-ended answering.

“It is like make a tube in the sentence”. “We often are tested in front of class”.

“It is often being done”.

8. Analysis of question for number 8:

This is about whether English teacher respond well when correcting that

students answer is not quite right or incorrect. In the result based on student’s

perception it shows that English teacher respond well when correcting the

students’ answer even though the answer is not quite right or incorrect. It can be

seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.8 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 8

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

8 Positive answer 17 13 30 79%

Negative answer 4 4 8 21%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that most of students’ perception gave

79% of their answer that English teacher respond well when correcting students

answer even though it is not quite right or incorrect. But, there is 21% of their

perception show that English teacher does not respond well when correcting

students’ answer when it is not quite right or incorrect. This result also supported

by some statements of students in open-ended answering.
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“The teacher gives good respond for the students but she advises first whether

the answer is true or false”. “English teacher never angry if our answers are

false so long as we do not cheat”. “It is like repeat again the lesson, she shows

where are our false then show the true answer”.

9. Analysis of question for number 9:

This is about whether English teacher ask the students to conclude the

lesson that has been taught. In the result based on student’s perception show that

English teacher does not ask the students to conclude the lesson that has been

taught. It can be seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.9 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 9

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

9 Positive answer 12 6 18 34%

Negative answer 13 12 20 66%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen just 66% of students’ perception show

that English teacher does not ask the students to conclude the lesson that has been

taught. And 34% of students’ perception show that English teacher ask the

students to conclude the lesson that has been taught.

10. Analysis of question for number 10:

Question for number ten, this is about does the English teacher ask about

whether the students have understood the lesson the teacher has taught while

teaching. In the result based on students’ perception that the teacher askes the
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students whether they have understood the lesson or not. It can be seen in the

percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.10 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 10.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

10 Positive answer 21 17 38 100%

Negative answer 0 0 0%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 100% of students’ perception show

that the English teacher ask the students whether they have been understanding

the lesson or not. Then, no one of them said no.

11. Analysis of question for number 11:

This is about does English teacher check students' work by circling student

tables. In the result based on students’ perception that English teachers check

students' work by circling student tables. It can be seen in the percentage of

students’ perception below:

Table 4.11 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 11.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

11 Positive answer 11 17 28 74%

Negative answer 10 0 10 26%

Total 38 100%
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Based on the table, it can be seen that 74% of students’ perception show

that English teachers check students' work by circling student tables. Then, just

26% disagree with this. This result also is supported by some statements of

students in open-ended answer.

“While giving exercise, the teacher walks around our table if there are some of

us do not understand by teacher’s explanation”. “If we are difficult understand

the lesson, the teacher walks around us and checks it”. “English teacher checks

our note book, whether we do our assignment, and whether we write the lesson

completely”.

12. Analysis of question for number 12:

This is about whether the students are comfortable with the language the

English teacher use in the teaching process. In the result of the percentage of

students’ perception shows that the students are comfortable with the language the

English teacher use in the teaching process. It can be seen in the percentage of

students’ perception below:

Table 4.12 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 12.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

12 Positive answer 19 16 35 92%

Negative answer 2 1 3 8%

Total 38 100%
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Based on the table, it can be seen that 92% of the percentage by students’

perception show that the students are comfortable with the language the English

teacher use in the teaching process except 8% of them.

13. Analysis of question for number 13:

This is about does English teacher gives an overview before starting to

explain the lesson. In the result based on students’ perception show that almost

half of them show that English teacher does not give an overview before starting

to explain the lesson. Then, remainder of them said opposite of it. It can be seen in

the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.13 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 13.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

13 Positive answer 8 13 21 55%

Negative answer 13 4 17 45%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 55% of the percentage of students’

perception show that the English teacher gives an overview before starting to

explain the lesson. Then, 45% of their perception shows that the English teacher

does not give an overview before starting to explain the lesson. This result almost

shows the same score although this result still show that English teacher gives an

overview before starting to explain the lesson, but the teacher must work hard

again for this part. This result also supported by some statements of students in

open-ended answering.
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“English teacher gives the overview how a story in order to make us easily

understand”. “The teacher immediately starts the lesson”. The teacher does not

give the overview”

14. Analysis of question for number 14:

This is about do students feel bored while learning English. in the result

based on students’ perception, it shows that the students do not bored while

learning English but almost half of students’ perception show that they are bored

while learning English. It can be seen in the percentage of students’ perception

below:

Table 4.14 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 14.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

14 Positive answer 10 11 21 55%

Negative answer 11 6 17 45%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 55% of students’ perception that

they do not feel bored while learning English. This is appertaining in less

competence. Therefore, teacher must work hard again for this part to make the

students more interest to learn English. This result also supported by some

statements of students in open-ended answering.

“We are difficult to understand about reading, writing, and translating English

lesson”. “We are less understanding English”.

15. Analysis of question for number 15:
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This is about does English teacher provide time to help difficulties faced

by students while learning. In the result show based on students’ perception that

English teacher provides time to help difficulties faced by students while learning.

It can be seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.15 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 15.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

15 Positive answer 16 13 29 76%

Negative answer 5 4 9 24%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 76% of students’ perception show

that English teacher provides time to help difficulties faced by students while

learning. Then 24% of remainder difference perception. This result also supported

by some statements of students in open-ended answering.

“English teacher gives time for us to memorize the words if we do not

understand”. While I do not understand, I immediately met the teacher”. “The

teacher always helps us while do not understand”.

16. Analysis of question for number 16:

This item is about does the English teacher explain the lesson by giving

examples in everyday life. In the result of students’ perception show that English

teacher explains the lesson by giving examples in everyday life. It can be seen in

the percentage of students’ perception below:
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Table 4.16 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 16.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

16 Positive answer 21 17 38 100%

Negative answer 0 0 0 0%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 100% of students’ perception show

that English teacher explain the lesson by giving examples in everyday life. Then,

no one of them gave difference perception. This makes the result very strong. This

result also supported by some statements of students in open-ended answering.

“For examples is like the activities and daily habits”. “The teacher always gives

the examples in our life”. “While learning, the teacher always gives the sample

in daily life like simple presentence, simple past tense, simple and others”.

17. Analysis of question for number 17:

This is about does the English teacher explains the lessons until the

students really understand. In the result based on students’ perception show that

English teacher belong explain the lesson until the students really understand. It

can be seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:
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Table 4.17 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 17.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

17 Positive answer 18 16 34 89%

Negative answer 3 1 4 11%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 89% of students’ percentage show

that English teacher explain the lesson until the students really understand. then

just 12% gave difference perception. This result also supported by some

statements of students in open-ended answering.

“English teacher always repeats the lesson until we can do it”. “While we do

not understand the teacher teaches us until we understand it”. “It is like repeat

the lesson until we understand it”.

18. Analysis of question for number 18:

This is about does English teacher make interesting games while teaching.

In the result based on students’ perception show that English teacher does not

make interesting games while teaching. It can be seen in the percentage of

students’ perception below:
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Table 4.18 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 18.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

18 Positive answer 5 5 10 26%

Negative answer 16 12 28 74%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that just 26% of students’ perception that

English teacher makes interesting games while teaching. Then, it is more

dominant toward that English teacher does not make interesting games while

teaching. it was shown from 74% of the result of percentage from students’

perception which show that English teacher does not make interesting game while

learning English. This result also supported by some statements of students in

open-ended answering.

“The teacher does not make the game in the classroom”. “English teacher ever

give the game yet”. “English teacher is often to tell a story”.

19. Analysis of question for number 19:

This item is about whether the atmosphere in the class is over strung. In

the result based on students’ perception, it shows that the atmosphere in the class

is tense. It can be seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.19 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 10.
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Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

19 Positive answer 16 11 27 71%

Negative answer 5 6 11 29%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 71% of students’ percentage show

that the atmosphere in the class is over strung. Then 29% gave difference

perception. Then this was supported by some statements of students in open-

ended answering.

“The lesson passed casually”, “teacher makes funny and not too serious”,

“the way the teacher teaches is comfortable”

20. Analysis of question for number 20:

This is about does the English teacher conducts a remedial for low score

students. In the result show that the English teacher has conducts a remedial for

low score students.  It can be seen in the percentage of students’ perception below:

Table 4.20 The result of the percentage of students’ perception in question item

number 10.

Question Answer IPS IPA f Percentage

20 Positive answer 18 17 35 92%

Negative answer 3 0 3 8%

Total 38 100%

Based on the table, it can be seen that 92% of the percentage of students’

perception show that English teacher conducts a remedial for low score students.

Then just 8% of others perception show that English teacher does not conduct a

remedial for low score students.
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B. Result of Questionnaire through one by one of indicators

The result of students’ perception toward teacher’s pedagogic competence in

one by one of indictors can see in the percentage below:

Table. 4.21 Data of students’ response toward English teacher pedagogic
competence in indictor of conducting educational learning

No Indicator Question
Item

Frequency (f) Percentage %
Positive
answer

Negative
answer

Positive
answer

Negative
answer

1 Conducting educational
learning.

1 33 5 87% 13%
2 2 37 1 97% 3%
3 3 35 3 92% 8%
4 13 21 17 55% 45%
5 14 21 17 55% 45%
6 16 38 0 100% 0%
7 18 10 28 26% 74%
8 19 27 11 71% 29%

72.87 27.12

Table. 4.22 Data of students’ response toward English teacher pedagogic
competence in indictor of communicate effectively, empathetic, and manner with
the students.

No Indicator Question
Item

Frequency (f) Percentage %
Positive
answer

Negative
answer

Positive
answer

Negative
answer

1 Communicate
effectively, empathetic,
and manner with the
students.

8 30 8 79% 21%
2 10 38 0 100% 0%
3 12 35 3 92% 8%
4 15 29 9 76% 24%
5 17 34 4 89% 11%

87.2 12.8%
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Table. 4.23 Data of students’ response toward English teacher pedagogic
competence in indictor of communicate effectively, empathetic, and manner with
the students.

No Indicator Question
Item

Frequency (f) Percentage %
Positive
answer

Negative
answer

Positive
answer

Negative
answer

1 Utilize the assessment
and evaluation for the
sake of learning.

4 35 3 92% 8%
2 5 38 0 100% 0%
3 6 38 0 100% 0%
4 7 38 0 100% 0%
5 9 18 20 34% 66%
6 11 28 10 74% 26%
7 20 35 3 92% 8%

230 36 85% 15%

C. Discussion

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the purpose of this study was to

survey students’ perception toward teacher’s pedagogic competence in teaching

English. Based on the result of the data analysis of questionnaire the researcher

find that the teacher has sufficient competence in indicator of conducting

educational learning. There are different perceptions of the students about the

questions of this indicator. There are positive and negative respond of this

indicator from the students and make the result of percentage of students respond

is in sufficient category with 72,87%. Then for indicator of communicate

effectively, empathetic, and manner with the students and utilize the assessment

and evaluation for the sake of learning, most of students’ respond is appertain in

good competence category with 87,2% and 85%. For these indicators most of the

students give positive respond.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After analyzing the data and discussing the result in previous chapter, the

writer can take the conclusion based on students’ respond in questionnaire as

follow:

1. English teacher pedagogic competence in SMAN I Trumon Timur has

sufficient competence toward indicator of conducting educational

learning. It is proved by the percentage of students responds toward the

questions of this indicator is about 72,87%. This is in category of

sufficient competence.  This result also supported by students’

statements in open-ended question, there are positive statements

toward teacher competence but there are some negative statements too

like shown in chapter IV.

2. English teacher pedagogic competence in SMAN I Trumon Timur has

good competence toward indicator of communicate effectively,

empathetic, and manner with the students. It is proved by the

percentage of students respond toward the questions of this indicator is

about 87,2%, this is in category of good competence. This result also

supported by students’ statements that most of students respond are

positive like shown in chapter IV.

3. English teacher pedagogic competence in SMAN I Trumon Timur has

good competence toward indicator of utilize the assessment and
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evaluation for the sake of learning. It is proved by the percentage of

students responds toward the questions of this indicator is about 85%,

this is in category of good competence. This result also supported by

students’ statements that most of students respond say that English

Teacher has good competence in utilize the assessment and evaluation

for the sake of learning. Some of the statements can be seen in chapter

IV.

B. Suggestion

After the writer take the conclusion, now the writer would like to offer some

suggestions based on the result of percentage of students’ perception in previous

chapter:

1. The result of students responds toward English teacher pedagogic

competence in indicator of conducting educational learning is appertain in

sufficient competence. This is because three of eight of questions result is

appertain in less competence. First, result of the percentage of question

number 13 about does English teacher gives an overview before starting to

explain the lesson is about 55%, the result of the percentage of question

number 14 about do students feel bored while learning English is about

55%, and the result the percentage of question number 18 about does

English teacher make interesting games while teaching is about 26%. The

percentage makes the result of conducting educational learning indicator

to be in sufficient competence.
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Based on the reasons, English teacher in SMAN I Trumon Timur is

suggested to give an overview before starting the lesson. This will make

the students explore the lesson extensively. Then, the teacher is suggested

to provide interesting games in the classroom to make the students enjoy

the class and interest to learn English subject.

2. Although the result of students responds toward English teacher pedagogic

competence in indicator of Utilize the assessment and evaluation for the

sake of learning is in good competence category, but there is one of seven

of the percentage from students respond is in less competence. It is the

question number 9 about whether English teacher ask the students to

conclude the lesson that has been taught. The result of this question is

about 34%. Therefore, the teacher is suggested to pay attention on giving

task for the students to conclude the lesson in the end of English class in

order to know the competence of the students toward the lesson.
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APPENDICES

1. Questionnaire

a. Indicator of conducting educational learning :

1. Does the English teacher give an overview before starting to explain the

lesson? Yes/No. Explain.

2. Does English teacher make interesting games while teaching? Yes/No.

Explain it?

3. Does the English teacher explain the lesson by giving examples in

everyday life? Yes/No. Explain it.

4. Does English teacher start the lessons with the right time? Yes/No,.

5. Does the English teacher end the lesson with the right time? Yes/No.

6. Does English teacher teach in a fun way? Yes/No, Explain it.

7. Do students feel bored while learning English? Yes/No, Explain it.

8. Is the atmosphere in the class over strung? Yes/No, Explain it.

b. Communicate effectively, empathetic, and manner with the students:

1. Whether the language is used by English teacher when teaching? English

/Indonesian / both. Are students comfortable with the language the

English teacher use in the teaching process? Yes/No.

2. Does English teacher respond well when correcting that students answer

is not quite right or incorrect. Yes/No, please explain how the teacher

response?



3. When teaching, does the English teacher ask whether the students have

understood the lesson the teacher has taught while teaching? Yes/No.

4. Does English teacher provide time to help with the difficulties faced by

students while learning? Yes/No. Explain it.

5. Does the English teacher explain the lesson until the students really

understand? Yes/No. Explain it?

c. Utilize the assessment and evaluation for the sake of learning:

1. Does English teacher give homework at the end of the lesson? Yes/No.

2. Does English teacher has remedial session for low score students?

Yes/No.

3. Does English teacher train students' understanding trough asking the

students to do the exercises on the board? Yes/No. Explain.

4. Does the teacher ask the students to conclude the lesson that has been

taught? Yes/No.

5. Does English teacher check students' work by circling student tables? Yes

No. Explain it.

6. Before starting the lesson, does the English teacher remind the students

back about the previous lesson? Yes/No

7. Does every English teacher meeting invite students to ask about the

lesson that has been explained? Yes/No.



These are the result of students perception in questionnaire in XII IPS
classroom from number 1-10

No Initial of
prticipants

Lk/
Pr

Number of Questions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 KA 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

2 SE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
3 SA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
4 ZA 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 DA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 LM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 HE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
8 RO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
9 FA 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
10 MA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 AF 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 AS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
13 CU 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
14 ZU 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
15 AS 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
16 SU 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 RA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
18 SA 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
19 AR 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 RA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
21 RU 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

Score 16 20 18 18 21 21 21 17 12 21



These are the result of students perception in questionnaire in XII IPS
classroom from number 11-20

No Initial of
participants

Lk/
Pr

Number of Questions
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 KA 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

2 SE 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
3 SA 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
4 ZA 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
5 DA 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
6 LM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
7 HE 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
8 RO 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
9 FA 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
10 MA 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
11 AF 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
12 AS 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
13 CU 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
14 ZU 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
15 AS 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
16 SU 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
17 RA 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
18 SA 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
19 AR 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
20 RA 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
21 RU 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Score 11 19 8 10 16 21 18 5 16 18

These are the result of students perception in questionnaire in XII IPA
classroom from number 1-10

No Initial of
participants

Lk/P
r

Number of Questions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 SAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

2 MIR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
3 RIS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
4 SHI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
5 ATH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
6 PUT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
7 LID 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
8 RAM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
9 MAH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 KTA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 RIS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 MAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
13 DEB 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 ASN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
15 KAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
16 CUT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
17 IRM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Score 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 13 6 17



hese are the result of students perception in questionnaire in XII IPA
classroom from number 11-20

No Initial of
participants

Lk/P
r

Number of Questions
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 SAR 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

2 MIR 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 RIS 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
4 SHI 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
5 ATH 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
6 PUT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
7 LID 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 RAM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
9 MAH 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
10 KTA 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 RIS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
12 MAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
13 DEB 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
14 ASN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
15 KAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
16 CUT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
17 IRM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Score 17 16 13 11 13 17 16 5 11 17



3. Research Documentation
a. The stusents re answering the question of questionnaire



30 October 2017-04 November 2017

b. These are some of students’ answers
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